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I choose the second option, and that's how I acquired Asus Geforce GTX 1050 Ti 4GB ROG Strix OC Edition for about $300..
I believe with solo mining and little overclocking this card has a potential of 15MH/s for Ethereum mining.

Right now (January 2018) with current Ethereum mining difficulty this card doesn't seem the best option.. It seems this card is
sold on Amazon for the same ~ $300, see: Check out this article, if you are building your mining rig in Tbilisi (Georgia) - Out of
the box, Asus Geforce GTX 1050 Ti 4GB ROG Strix OC Edition card gives ~12 MH/s in Dual mining mode on
SimpleMining OS.. The total hash power for this mining rig is ~53 MH/s • • Mining Ethereum with Asus Geforce GTX 1050 Ti
4GB ROG Strix OC Edition ROI for this card with current Ethereum mining difficulty (and not counting in power cost) and the
current price would be about 269 days or about 9 months Not very attractive investment - in case you can get this card under
$200 - this might be an option.. com peer to peer lending marketplace since the beginning of 2017, or it has been already 12
months or one year since I've been exposing my funds to this Latvian fintech platform.. Mining Ethereum With Asus Geforce
GTX 1050 Ti 4GB ROG Strix OC Edition As you can see from the picture above, I've in total 4 graphics cards, what is
interesting both AMD and NVIDIA cards.
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But a lot can change with Ethereum price going up (or down) I've been investing in Mintos.. Asus Geforce GTX 1050 Ti 4GB
ROG Strix OC Edition is the latest addition to my Ethereum mining rig, which currently consists of 4 GPU.. Both individuals
and entities can invest through Mintos Individual investors must be at least 18 years old, have a bank account in the European
Union or third countries currently considered to have AML/CFT systems equivalent to the EU, and have their identity
successfully verified by Mintos.. On the other hand, the ventilation in the room I'm storing this rig could be much better and in
fact, the next big thing I'm planning to add to this rig - a rig frame, probably a DIY project. Fitbit Software For Mac
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 In the past 12 months I've made a nice revenue of EUR 311 42 (before tax) and in today's article, I decided to share a
quick overview for the past 2017 and also make a quick glimpse for my plans for 2018.. And in fact, this time I visited a store I
was looking to purchase another Zotac, but unfortunately some had reserved all cards already and I was left either to purchase or
search for another store.. Affiliate link here: By using this affiliate link for registration both you and I will receive — 1% of
your average daily balance which should be paid in 3 installments for the first 90 days.. Not very cost effective A couple of
weeks ago I bought Zotac Geforce GTX1050Ti card for about $220. emco ping monitor crack serial keygen torrent
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Bought back in Tbilisi, and I believe that I just overpaid about $100 for this card, in t otal spending $296 for this card..
Remember - investments are risky, never invest more you can afford to lose Background - I first heard about this Latvian
fintech at the start of 2016, one thing that made it attractive to me was an option to lend in Georgia (the country I've been living
since 2011).. Currently, this card is installed on a mining rig and I noticed following measurements for temperature and fan
speed • 78 Celsius • 30% Fan speed In general, I would love to get the temperature below 70 Celsius, as I believe lower
temperatures and slower fan speeds extends the total lifetime for graphics cards.. Tagged: 2018, bitcoin, bitcoin earn without
investment, bitcoin price, Bitcoin rate, Buy Bitcoin, claim, Coin, dogecoin, earn free bitcoin, Ethereum, Free, free bitcoin,
Guru, hindi, HINDIBY, how to earn bitcoin, Information, information guru, litecoin, make bitcoin, Mining, money online
expert, Satoshi, sell bitcoin, urdu, what is..  At the moment, US citizens or taxpayers cannot register as investors at Mintos.
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